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Singularity detection for structural health monitoring using
Holder exponents

Amy N. Robertson, Charles R. Farrar, and Hoon Soh n

Engineering Sciences and Applications Division
MS T006

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 8754 5

ABSTRACT

The majority of structural health monitoring studies reported in the technical literature focus on identifying damage
sensitive features that can be extracted from dynamic response data . However, many of these studies assume the
structure can be modeled as a linear system before and after damage and use parameters of these models as the damage
sensitive features. The study summarized in this paper proposes a damage sensitive feature that takes advantage of the
nonlinearities associated with discontinuities introduced into the dynamic response data as a result of certain types of
damage. Specifically, the Holder exponent, a measure of the degree to which a signal is differentiable, is the feature that
is used to detect the presence of damage and when that damage occurred . A procedure for capturing the time varying
nature of the Holder exponent based on wavelet transforms is demonstrated through applications to non-stationary
random signals with underlying discontinuities and then to a harmonically excited mechanical system that contains a
loose part . Also, a classification procedure is developed to quantify when changes in the Holder exponent are significant .
The results presented herein show the Holder exponent to be an effective feature for identifying damage that introduces
discontinuities into the measured dynamic response data .

1 . INTRODUCT ION

The process of implementing a damage detection strategy for aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering infrastructure
is referred to as structura l health monitoring (SHM) . Current SHM methods are either visual or localized experimental
methods such as acoustic , ultrasonic , magnetic field, radiography , eddy current, or thermal field methods .' All of these
experimental techniques require that the vicinity of the damage be known a priori and that the portion of the structure
being inspected is readily accessible . The need for quantitative global damage detection methods that can be applied to
complex structures has led to research into SHM methods that examine changes in the vibration characteristics of the
structure . The basic premise of these global SHM methods is that damage will alter the stiffness, mass or energy
dissipation properties of a system , which , in turn, will alter the measured dynamic response of the system . Summaries of
this research can be found in recent review art icles ?°3 To date , most global SHM techniques proposed in these references
examine changes in modal prope rt ies (resonant frequencies , mode shapes), or changes in quantities derived from these
modal properties . The use of features derived from fitting modal models to the system response is based on the
assumption that the structure can be modeled as a linear system before and after damage . The literature also shows that
with the exception of applications to rotating machine ry ,4 there are ve ry few instances where reliable strategies for SHM
have been developed that are robust enough to be used beyond controlled laborato ry test environments .

There are many c ases where damage causes a structure to go from a system that can be accurately modeled as a linear
system to a system that exhibits a nonlinear dynamic response . Common examples of this change in system response are
associated with the formation of fatigue cracks that open and close during subsequent dynamic loading and the loss of
preload in bolted connections which results in a ra ttle. These types of damage produce singularities in a system ' s
acceleration response . Singularities can be thought of as either an abrupt change or " impulse" in a signal , or the sudden
shift of the signal's mean value to a different level . However , in many cases these signal characteristics are masked by
the response of the system to higher amplitude ambient vibration sources .



The SHM approach that has been tak-,-n at Los Alamos National Laboratory is to address this problem in the context of a
statistical pattern recognition paradigm . In this paradigm, the process can be broken down into four parts : (1)
Operational Evaluation, (2) Data Acquisition and Cleansing, (3) Feature Extraction and Data Compression, and (4)
Statistical Model Development for Feature Discrimination . A detailed summary of this paradigm can be found in
Reference5 . This study will focus on identifying a feature, which can be extracted from a system's acceleration time-
histories, that indicates the presence of singularities and identifies when they occurred . The feature is based on the
Holder exponent, also known as the Lipschitz Exponent, and provides a measure of a signal's regularity . The regularity
of a signal is defined as the numbcr of continuous derivatives that the signal possesses. In this paper, the wavelet
transform will be used to obtain a time-based Holder exponent function . Because singularity points have no continuous
derivatives, identification of these points is possible by identifying times when the Holder exponent suddenly drops to a
value of zero or below. These dropE in the Holder exponent will be the damage-sensitive features used in this study .
Next, a statistical classifier is developed to quantify when changes in this feature are significant . This paper concludes by
applying this feature and the statistical classifier to data that contain an artificially introduced singularity and to an actual
engineering system that has a rattle .

This is not the first application of th e Holder exponent for the analysis of time series data . References b•' •6,9 demonstrate
the variety of fields in which the Holder exponent has been used . For instance, Struzik 6 uses the Holder exponent to
characterize the structure of a system that produces a time series of interest . The specific applicat ion is to financi al data,
where outliers and fluctuations in the Holder exponent value reveal interesting phenomena such as market crashes . Using
the Holder exponent for singularity detection has also been shown to be useful in interpreting images' . The edges i n an
image can be thought of as s ingularities and their identification can be used for finding abnormaliti es, removing noise, or
even compressing the size of the ima ;;e, because most of the information in an image is found in its edges .

Holder exponents have even been used in some applications of health monitoring : the detection of fatigue cracks i n
gears 8 and fault diagnosis for rotating machines .9 Hambaba8 uses a wavelet transform to determine the Holder exponent
value of a gear response at different scale levels . By fi tting an Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model to the
wavelet-transformed data, analysis uf the residual error is used to indicate the presence of damage i n the gear . Peng 9
examines shaft orbits using the wavelet modulus maxima . The wavelet modulus is the absolute value of the wavelet
transform and its maxima are ridge~ , of high-valued coefficients that progress through the time- frequency plane . The
Holder exponent values are extracted only for these maxima lines and then their distribution is used as input features to a
neural network which classifies the shaft orbit (including fault classification) . These two applications are very different
from the one presented in this pape -r . This paper will use the wavelet transform to obtain a time-based local Holder
exponent function . Fluctuations in this function, as demonstrated in Reference 6 will be useful for understanding and
identifying outliers in the data . Hambaba, on the other hand, is looking at the global regulari ty of the data at various
scales and Peng uses the Holder exponent at specific points in time as a feature , rather than its variation in time .

2. WAVELET ANALYSIS OF THE HOLDER EXPONENT'S TIME VARIATIO N

Wavelets have been gaining in popularity as the multi-scale transform of choice since their first influx into mainstream
mathematics and engineering in the early 90's . Wavelets are mathematical functions that decompose a signal into its
constituent parts using a set of wavelet basis functions . This decomposition is very similar to Fourier transforms, which
use dilations of sinusoids as the bases . The family of basis functions used for wavelet analysis is created by both
dilations (scaling) and translations (in time) of a "mother wavelet", thereby providing both time and frequency
information about the signal being analyzed . There are many different functions that can be called wavelets . In this
study, the Morlet wavelet is used for the family of basis functions . This wavelet, yr(f), is defined as :

Vl( t) = e
(-ar 2 1 z -i2nfo t ) (1 )

which is very similar to a sinusoid w ith a Gaussian envelope . The term fo i s the center frequency of the sinusoid and Q

determines the width of the frequency band . Also , t is the time variable and i the imaginary value of 471 . The wavelet
transform , Wf(u, s), is obtained by convolving the signal f(t) with the translations (zr) and dilations (s) of the mother
wavelet :
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wf(u,s)= J j(t)~ yr ` (t S~'l dt
_~ J

where

s

(2)

t_
uus

~ . (1) _ 1 ~(S) (3 )

The transform itself can be categorized as either discrete or continuous (as shown above) . By computing the continuous
wavelet transform at integer values of the translation parameter , u, and only at dyadic values of the scale parameter, s,
the most common form of the discrete wavelet transform is found. The discrete transform provides an efficient method
for computing the wavelet transform , resulting in the fewest number of .coefficients needed to characterize the signal
without loss in reconstruction . This property makes the discrete transform popular in signal/ image compression and data
transmission applications . For the purposes of the presented analysis, however, compactness and speed are not nearly as
important as accuracy . The compact form of the discrete transform might allow singularities to go undetected unless they
align themselves with the precise points in the time-scale space where the discrete transform is computed . The
continuous transform supplies redundant information , but with a finer resolution . Thus , for singularity detection , a
continuous wavelet transform will be used so that a more precise localization of the singular points can be found .

A common problem with wavelets is end-effects . End-effects are the e rrors in the wavelet transform resulting from
performing a convolution on a finite-length signal . Any transform or filtering process that performs a convolution on a
finite signal will suffer the same errors . There are a number of ways to deal with this problem including zero-padding the
signal and mi rroring, which will be used in this paper. The calculation of the Holder exponent is greatly improved when
the end-effects are dealt with .

3. CHARACERIZATION OF THE POINTWISE HOLDER REGULARITY FOR SINGULARITY
DETECTIO

N The resulting coefficients from the wavelet transform of a time domain signal, such as the acceleration response of a
structure, can be represented in a two-dimensional time-scale map . Examination of the modulus of the wavelet
transform shows that many of these coe fficients are very small in magnitude . Large magnitude components, termed
modulus maxima, will be present at time points where the most change in the signal has occurred . Jumps or singularities
in the signal can therefore be identified by the presence of modulus maxima at specific time points in the wavelet map .
Mallat and Hwang10 first introduced a method for detecting singularities in a signal by examining the evolution of the
modulus maxima of the wavelet transform across the scales . The decay of this maxima line can then be used to
determine the regularity of the signal at the given time point .

A less time consuming alternative to the extraction of the maxima line is to simply look at the decay of the wavelet
modulus across the scales for each time point . Points where large changes occur in the signal (such as singularities) will
have large coefficients at all the different scales , thus having li tt le decay . Elements such as noise , however , only
produce large coefficients in the finer scales and therefore would show more decay across all of the scales . The measure
of this decay is the Holder exponent of the signal at a given time point . By examining the change of this exponent in
time , singularities can be identified .

The Holder Exponent, also known as the Lipschitz Exponent,10•" is a tool that provides information about the regularity
of a signal . In essence, the regularity identifies to what order a function is differentiable . For instance, if a signalf(t) is
differentiable at t=0, it has a Holder Exponent of 1 . If the signal is discontinuous but bounded in the neighborhood of
t=0, such as a step function, then the Holder Exponent is 0 . The Dirac Delta function then has a Holder Exponent of -1
since it is unbounded at t=0. From these examples, one can see that there is a relationship between the Holder Exponent
of a function and its derivatives and primitives . Taking the derivative of a function decreases its regularity by I and
integrating increases it by 1 .
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For the applications in this paper, singularities are defined as points in the signal that are discontinuous . As discussed
above, bounded discontinuities have a Holder exponent of 0 . Therefore , measuring the regularity of the s ignal in time
can be used to detect these singularities . The Holder exponent can pe rtain to the global regularity of a function, or it can
be found locally . A common method for finding its value is through the use of the Fourier transform . 10 The asymptotic
decay of a signal ' s frequency spectrum relates directly to the uniform Holder regulari ty . The Fourier transfo rm approach
only provides a measure of the minimum global regularity of the function , and cannot be used to find the regulari ty at a
particular point in time . Wavelets , on the other hand , are well localized in time and can therefore provide an estimate of
the Holder regulari ty both over time intervals and at specific time points . The wavelet method for estimating the Holder
exponent is similar to that of the Fourier transform . The wavelet provides a time-frequency map ca ll ed the scalogranz.
By examining the decay of this map at specific points in time across all scales (frequencies), the point-wise Holder
regularity of the signal can be determined .

The Holder regularity is defined as follows . Assume that a signal f(t) can be approximated locally at to by a polynomial

of the form :b

l(t)= Co+ C, (c-ro)+ . . .+ C, (t-ra)"+C I t - tol"

= P„(t - tp)+Cl t-rpla (4
)

where P,, is a polynomial of order n and C is a coefficient . The term associated with the exponent a can be thought of as
the residual that remains after fitting a polynomial of order n to the signal, or as the part of the signal that does not fit
into an n+ 1 term approximation .b The local regularity of a function at to can then be characterized by thi s "Holder"
exponent :

( .f (t)- Pn(t -l p ) I <_Cl t-tp la ( 5 )

A higher value of a indicates a bettcr regulari ty or a smoother function . In order to detect singularities, a transform is
needed that ignores the polynomial part of the signal . A wavelet transform that has n-vanishing moments is able to
ignore polynomials up to order n :

00
ft"yr(t)dt = 0 (6)

_ 00

Transformation of Equation 5 using a wavelet with at least n vanishing moments then provides a method for extracting
the values of the Holder exponent in time :

I I~'I(u,s ) I :!~ CS" (7 )

The wavelet transform of the polynomial is zero and so what remains is a relationship between the wavelet transform of
f(t) and the error between the polynomial and f(t), which relates to the regularity of the function . When a complex
wavelet such as the Morlet wavelet is used, the resulting coefficients are also complex. Therefore, the magnitude of the
modulus of the wavelet transform must be used to find the Holder exponent . As shown in the flowchart in Fig . 1, the
exponent a can then be calculated at a specific time point by finding the slope of the log of the modulus at that time
versus the log of the scale vector s :

log I Wf (u ,s)] =1og(C)+a log(s )

logl "flu>S ) I
=a

log(s)

(8 )

If the scales are converted to frequencies, the exponent can be found by negating the slope, n r, because of the inverse

relationship between scale and frequency .
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The concept of the Holder exponent was also introduced in this paper in terms of the decay of the Fourier transform . It is
logical therefore to wonder if a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) could be used to extract a time-varying Holder
exponent function as well . In fact ; any time-frequency transform can be used for Holder exponent extraction, but certain
characteristics of the wavelet transform make it particularly well adapted for this application . Specifically, these
characteristics are : the decay of the wavelet basis functions in the frequency domain, which is associated with the
number of vanishing moments, and the variability of the bandwidth of the wavelet transform in time and frequency . The
order of the wavelet limits the degree of regularity that can be measured in a function . Therefore, wavelets can be tuned
to the signals that are being analyzed . Also, the variability of the time and frequency bandwidths provides a finer time
resolution at the higher frequencies than the STFT, which can be helpful in detecting the point in time when sudden
changes occur in a signal .

The easiest way to identify a discontinuity using the time-va rying Holder exponent is by looking for a distinct downward
jump in the function . A discontinuous point should have a Holder Exponent value of zero , but resolution limitations of
the wavelet transform will result in slightly different values . So , identifying time points where the Holder Exponent dips
from positive values towards zero , or below , will identify when the discontinuities in the signal occur . A procedure for
identifying the discontinuities will be presented in the following sections .

SIGNAL

1 x nt
vector

W A VEL E T
MA P

(Magnitude of
the WT )

ns x nt matrix

FREQ UENC Y
S PECTRUM A T

TIM E T
Extract one column
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LOG-LOG
ANALYSI S

Plot the log of this
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log of the scale an d
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specific time point:
a =m

Fi gure 1 : Fl ow c h art for calc ul ating th e Ho lder exp onent, nt = # of ti me po ints in wavel et m a p and ns =# of scal es i n t h e wave let m a p

4. APPLICATION OF HOLDER EXPONENT TO S INGULARITY DETECTION

This first example investigates the ability to detect singularities in a highly transito ry signal, the strong ground motion
caused by an earthquake . The data for this study was taken from the PEER Strong Motion Database acceleration
recording of the 1983 Borah Peak Ea rthquake . 1 2 This signal was arbitrarily selected from the available ea rt hquake
records . The ability to detect a discontinuity within an ea rthquake record is challenging because the earthquake records
can have significant changes in the Holder exponent at various times resulting from their non-stationa ry nature . The
original earthquake signal was sampled at ] 00 Hz and then low-pass filtered to 25 Hz .

A discontinuity was added to the earthquake signal in the form of two finite duration impulses . Figure 2a shows a section
of the original acceleration-time histo ry obtained from the strong motion database , Fig . 2b shows the impulses that were
added to the original signal, and Fig . 2c shows the sum of the signals in Figs . 2a and 2b . The impulses were applied by
multiplying the current values at time points 5 . 43 seconds and 18 . 6 seconds by a factor of two . Note that the first
impulse was added before the on-set of the strong motion portion of the earthquake, and the second impulse was added
to the strong motion port ion . Visually it is ve ry hard to distinguish the signal in Fig . 2a from the signal in Fig. 2c .

Time-frequency maps of the signals shown in Figs . 2a and 2c are given in Fig . 3 . A complex-valued Morlet wavelet of
length 16 was used to form the wavelet transforms shown in Figs . 3a and 3b , which consisted of only 64 scales . A larger
width wavelet function increases the overall frequency resolution of the transform while decreasing the time resolution .
The poorer time resolution acts as a smoothing filter for the Holder exponent calculation by decre as ing the amount of
oscillations in the function , which helps to bring out the changes associated with the discontinuities . A large amount of
scale levels is not needed to measure the decay of the wavelet transform ; there is no discernable difference in the Holder
exponent function between using 256 and 64 scales in the wavelet transform . Figure 3 also shows the time-frequency
maps resulting from a STFT of the same two signals . A record length of 2048 was used with an overlapping 32-point
Hanning window . The magnitude of the coefficients for each of the transforms is represented by the gray scale level in



the plots . Lines of large magnitude coefficients can be seen running vertically in Pigs . ', b and A . The dera~ of the

coefficients at the time points +vhere these lines are located will he minimal since the magnitude of the coefficients are
maintaining high values throughout the freyuency spectrum . A small decay results in a lo\v Holder exponent as m ll be
shown in Fig . 4 .
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F igure 2 : Impulse Ui s rontinuity : ( a) A purti on ul an a cceleration signal from the 1 9 8 ; Borah Peak E a rt hyuake . (h) Thc im p ul se s that
\ +cre added . M I he 1983 Borah Peak sig i ul \aith impulses adde d

I lie plot of the time-based Holder Etponent calculated from the wavelet transform coefficients in 1=ig 3, are shown in

Fig . 4 . The locations of both impulsirs in Fig . 2b coupled with the nun-statiunary nature of the earthquake signal pose
difficulties for the singularity detectic,n . Figure 4a shows that there is considerahle variahiliry associated with the I luldrr
exponent as a Function of time ever when there are no added impulses . I he discontinuity associated %N ith the first

impulse is difficult to detect in Fig . 46 because examination of Fig . -la shows that the Ilolder Exponent \ ► as alrcadN

decreasing at the time when the impulse was added . Qualitatively the decrease in the Ifolder exponent associated with
the second impulse stands out much more clearly in Fig . 4h than the decrease associated with the first impulse .
Huwc\er . the Holder Exponent associated with the second imruhr does not lie significantl} below the I IoIdcr exponent
values at other time points . It is irnpurtant to note that the two singularities are associated with the lowest Holdcr

exponent values implying that the s ngularities can he detected by using statistical proccdures to establish thre .huld

levels that identify when the change i i the I luldcr Exponent is indicative uf a singul .u itv .

Similar results can be seen in Figs . 4c and 4d, when a S I'PT is used to calculate the Holder exponent rather than a
wavelet transform . For the example~ shown in this tigurc . the discontinuities were a d ded to the signal mathemaiirally

b \ crea[ing a su d dcn jump in the si~.,nal value . Though at a low level, these jumps infu5ed broad-hand freyuency contrnt

in the s ignal at their specific points in time . The STFT, due to its non-\ariable timeifrequency resolution, is only able to

produce a fairly coarse record of the Holder exponents in tiine . Because of the broad-hand freyuency spertrum of the

discontinuities introduced to the sigral . the S I FT was able to easily locate their occurrence in time despite the poor
resolution of the S I FT .
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF A STATISTICAL CLASSIFIE R

A statistical classifier was created to detect the presence of singularities in the signals by identifying drops in the Holder
regularity in time . A first a ttempt involved finding when the regularity dropped below a given threshold, established
using procedures from statistical process contro1 . 1 3 Statistical process control i s a procedure that sets con tr ol limits on the
normal operating condition of the s ystem b ased on initial assessments of the mean and standard deviation of features
derived from the system data . This p rocedure was applied to the Holder exponents shown in Fig . 4 . Only the first quarter
of the data was used to set the limits because it was known that no singularity existed in this region . The three lines seen
in each plot in Fig . 4 represent the upper control limit (UCL), the center line (CL), and the lower control limit (LCL) .
Because the goal is to find regions where the signal has a discontinui ty, only values that fall below the LCL value will be
investigated . However , the statistical process control approach will have problems when the drops in the Holder
exponent associated with a discontinuity are significant locally , but not globally . Therefore, a new statistical procedure
must be adopted that examines the local nature of the Holder exponent drops .

Several possib i lities were examined . The simplest method found focused on looking at the depth of a drop in the Holder
exponent to assess whether a discontinui ty had occu rred (see Fig . 5) . A threshold is set and any d rops that exceed this
threshold are labeled as discontinuities . Data that are known to contain no discontinuities are termed "normal" data, and
this normal data are examined to set the threshold value . The procedure starts by finding all of the local maxima and
minima of the Holder exponent func :tion in time for the normal signal . Then, drops in the Holder exponent values are
calculated as the difference between a given minimum and the maximum immediately preceding it . Initially it was
thought to look at the maxima on either side of the minimum , but this method had problems when examining a s i gnal
with a rattle present (discussed in later sections) . Next , the threshold was set by finding the largest drop under "normal"
conditions and increasing this num ber by 50% . The p rocedure for determining the depths of the drops in the Holder
exponent function is then repeated on the test data of interest . If any of the drops are deeper than the threshold value , the
time point is identified as a discontinuity location . This threshold can be altered to be more or less re s trictive, based on
the needs of the applic ation . The circles in Fig. 4 indicate the appropriate identification of the impul se discont i nuiti es i n
the earthquake signal by this method ,

1 . Find all the local
minima and maxima
of the Holde r
exponent values in
time for the
"normal" signal .

2 . Find the magnitude of all
drops i n the exponent value
by calculating the difference
betweE ; n each minimum and
the m a ximum immediately
preceding that minimum .

3 . Set a threshold
as the largest drop
in normal signal
plus 50% .

4 . Repeat steps I and 2
for the signal of
interest and locate any
drops that are larger
than the established
threshold .

Figure 5 : Discont inuity d etection algorith m

Though the dips in the Holder exp onent shown in the examples of this paper are fairly apparent to the naked eye ,
identification of them using the discontinui ty detection algorithm is much more difficult . In some instances, the dips in
the Holder value are jagged with small oscillations . This proper ty makes the matter of determining the depth of the dip a
difficult task because the algorithm relies on comparing the local maxima and minima, which will now also appear in the
small fluctuations in the dip itself. Therefore, it was decided to add the option of smoothing the Holder exponent values
before perfonning the discontinuity detection algorithm by applying a low-pass moving average (MA) filter :

I
k+m

a(k)=- Ea(i) (9)
m i= k

where a( i) is the Holder exponent values at the i `h time point and m is the number of points used in the averaging . This

filtering process should effectively r emove the osci llations in the dips and allow for an appropriate detection of the
discontinuities . Applying this smoothing algorithm to the Holder exponents of the earthquake signal wit h the impulse
discontinuities, which did not requir e smoothing , still allowed for an accurate identification of the discontinuities using
the detection algorithm .



6. SENSITIVITY TO IMPULSE MAGNITUDE AND DURATION

Figure 6 examines the effect of changing both the magnitude and duration of an impulse on the Holder exponent
evaluation . The original impulse was applied by multiplying positions 543 and 1860 (5 . 43 and 18 . 6 seconds) by a factor
of 2 . To examine the effects of va ry ing the magnitude of the impulse , the factor was simply altered to values of 1 .5 and
1 . 25 , and only this first impulse was added to the signal . In the left of Fig . 6, one can see the levels of the jumps in the
Holder exponent resulting from the vary ing magnitude impulses . The discontinuity detection algorithm presented in the
previous section was able to identify the impulse when a factor of 1 . 5 or greater was used . This result is understandable ,
because the discontinuity detection method is programmed to detect dips that are 50% larger than those found in the
normal data .

Next , the duration of the impulse was varied . Instead of multiplying just position 543 by a scale factor, multiple points
were altered . Three new cases were performed by multiplying the following sets of positions by a factor of 2 . 0 : Positions
543 to 544 (2 points), Positions 543 to 563 (20 points), and Positions 543 to 643 (100 points) . In the right of Fig . 6, one
can see that the dip in the Holder exponent decreases as the width of the impulse is increased . In fact, only the two-point
impulse could be identified as a discontinuity using the algorithm adopted in the previous section . The effect of
multiplication is largely dependent on the level of the signal of the altered points .

These two examples have shown that in general , the ability to detect a sudden shift in a signal is highly dependent on the
magnitude of the jump and the regularity of the overall signal .
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7. USING THE HOLDER EXPONENT TO DETECT A LOOSE PART

This section investigates the acceleration response of a structure subject to a harmonic base excitation . The defense
nature of the test structure precludes a detailed description of its geometry or material prope rt ies . Instead a structure that
is conceptually similar is shown schematically in Fig . 7 . The non-symmetric bumpers cause the structure to exhibit a
ratt le during one po rt ion of the harmonic excitation . Figure 8 shows the response of the structure at three excitation
levels as measured by accelerometers mounted on the outer structure in the in-axis and off-ax is directions . The ratt le
produced by these impacts is evident in the sensor measurements that are off-axis from the excitation . The sho rt
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oscillations of increased magnitude in these measurements are indicative of the rattle . These same oscillations are not
readily apparent in the in-axis data, particularly if one does not have the off-axis measurements for reference . The
purpose of this application is to determine whether the proposed method for singularity detection can be used to identify
the time when the rattle is occurring by looking only at the in-axis response measurements .
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Acceler o

Off-Ax
Accele

Base Excitation at 18 H z

Figure 7 : Schematic diag ram of the test str u c ture t h at ha d a loose in ternal p art
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In Fig . 9, the wavelet and STFT transforms of each of the three signals is given . Lines of high magnitude coefficients
are visible . but show up more clearly in the medium and high-level excitation signals . Extraction of the Holder exponent
was then performed using the wavelet transform for all of the in-axis data, as shown in Fig . 10. The singularities
associated with the rattle are clearly visible in this plot at each time they occur during the oscillatory cycles . For this
example, the same number of scales, 64, and same size Morlet wavelet, 16, were used as in the last example . Once again .
the larger width wavelet helped to smooth the tlolder exponent function in time, bringing out the more significant
changes . Both the methods of "statistical process control" and "discontinuity detection" were used to identify the
locations of the rattle . The first quarter of the lowest level response was used as the "normal data" to establish the
threshold value for discontinuity detection . The threshold value was then set at 150°'0 of the largest dip in the normal
data . Filtering using the moving average method in Equation 11 effectively removed the oscillations in the dips and
allowed for an appropriate detection of the discontinuities as shown by the circles in Fig . 10. The statistical process
control method also worked well because the only Holder exponent values that lie outside the lower bounds shown in
Fig . 10 are those associated with the presence of the rattle .

The STFT was also used to extract the Holder exponent as a function of time for this example . Overlapping I lanning
windows of length 64 were used to form the S'TFT . As shown in Fig . 11, the resulting 1lolder exponent function failed to
show but two of the locations of the discontinuities in the signals . The reason is probably a combination of two things .
First the STFT provides a non-variable time-frequency map and is therefore unable to obtain a fine enough resolution to
calculate the Holder exponent accurately in time . Also, the failure of the STFT can be attributed to its lack of vanishing
moments, which the wavelet transform possesses . It is believed that for discontinuities not induced by a programmer, the
STFT is not a useful identification tool .
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8. CONCLUSION S

It is the authors' opinion that damage-sensitive features and the corresponding statistical classification scheme must be
developed on a case-by-case basis taking into account the specific properties of the structure being monitored and
specific properties of the damage that is to be detected . The classification procedure must be trained with data from the
actual system to set appropriate threshold levels that are sensitive to the damage, and that do not produce false-positive
indications of damage. In this study the Holder exponent has been identified as a feature that can be used to detect
damage that introduces discontinuities into the measured system acceleration response data. Examples of such damage
are fatigue cracks that open and close under dynamic loading and the impacts resulting from a loose part.

A key component of this study was the demonstration of a procedure for capturing the time varying nature of the Holder
exponent based on wavelet transforms . This procedure is significant because it allows one to determine the point in time
when the damage occurs . The wavelet transform and short-time Fourier transform were shown for each of the signals
examined . In these images, the discontinuities were visible as ridges spanning the upper frequencies of the transforms .
The Holder exponent provides a means for identifying these ridges as discontinuities by examining their decay across the
frequency spectrum, which distinguishes them from noise or other attributes that can produce similar characteristics in
the time-frequency plane .

Applications to a non-stationary random signal associated with earthquake ground motion were used to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the Holder exponent for identifying discontinuities within a signal . The discontinuity was introduced by
numerically adding impulses to the earthquake signal . This example is particularly challenging because of the non-
stationary nature of the earthquake acceleration-time history .

Finally the effectiveness of the Holder exponent was demonstrated with data obtained from shake table tests of a system
that had a loose part inside . This example is challenging because the prescribed base excitation makes identification of
the discontinuities associated with the internal rattling part difficult to discern when looking at the data from an
accelerometer monitoring the system response in the direction of the base excitation .
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